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YES, WE DO.

Using the iPhone Application with visiomatic you have the complete media technology for your house down pat. Wherever you are, 
whether at home, on the go or far away in a hotel and equipped with your iPhone or iPod Touch and the smart “visiomatic” application 
you are able to control the music, video, lighting and your personal scenes within your home. You can also watch the real-time video 
of your internal and external cameras. You are able to start the recording of any TV program or movie using the TV-Program module 
of visiomatic with a single touch on your iPhone.

Should you receive a call while working and you have your visiomatic system on your iPhone, you can speak on the iPhone and 
forward the control of your visiomatic system at the last operated item. You can also shake your iPhone or iPod Touch and start in 
the home menu of the application.
 
The managing and visualization of the building through the visiomatic Home System via iPhone or iPod Touch used remotely is  
absolutely secure. The information transfer is based on the encrypted image and data formats. The remote control is available 
through the standard networks, such as E, 3G, 3Gs and E which are integrated in iPhone as well as through WiFi in iPod Touch.

Secure Access 
for Mobiles

®visiomatic GmbH 2011 | visiPad and visiomatic are trademarks of visiomatic GmbH. 
iPhone, iPod®, iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. All picture rights of iPhone, iPad, iPod® and the Ap-
ple’s logo are copyright of Apple Inc.
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The iPhone application profits from the individually customized and easy to understand imageries, which enables a bidirectional 
visualization, management and control of the entire building within seconds.

Let’s visualize and control:

- Lighting and visual cover such as marquee, shutters, louvered blinds, private light glass
- Heating- and air condition system, interior and outside lighting
- Alarm system, video intercom system, automated door- and gate door opener
- Pool-, garden and outdoor technology
- Wellness equipment, such as sauna, steam bath, whirlpool
- Temperature-, humidity- and smoke sensors, as well as rain- and wind sensors

You are able to combine the various preferences to the comfort scenes and start it, using your iPhone or iPod Touch

- At home or remotely.

Control of the Building Technology
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Childishly simple is the controlling and managing of the media- and multi room technology in a building. Using the list- and cover view 
of the media screens on your iPhone you are able to select the music, e.g. title, genre, artist or play lists on the music server and 
define in which room of your house what kind of music in what volume should be played. Your iPhone makes it possible to listen to the 
web radio in rooms without any additional receiving set. Equally you are able to share your private videos, DVDs and TV programs 
to the displays of your choice in HD quality.

The following functions are possible:

- Selection of the digital radio- and web radio stations
- Free music sharing (audio multi room)
- Free sharing of videos/DVDs/TV in full HD quality (video multi room)
- Controlling of the Home Cinema System via iPhone or iPod Touch as a full-value remote control

Music and Home Cinema
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Weather at home or on the way, you are able to observe your house security in a real-time mode. You can choose the camera view 
and switch between the single camera or multi camera view (2, 3 or 6 cameras at once) whenever you like. Certainly you can change 
the video format to the landscape mode when you turn your iPhone or iPod Touch.

Just test it yourself and see the actual videos of your security cameras, of your baby-phone, of your entrance intercom system or of 
your configured Axis NetCams, worldwide up to date.

Video Surveillance
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You’ll never miss your favourite movie. Using the iPhone or iPod Touch you are not only able to get the TV program forecast for 
the next 10 days for your personal TV channels, but you are also in a position to program the movies or programs you prefer, for  
recording and then watch it comfortably at home, when you are free.

- Program selection of channels, genre and timing incl. recording control for the next 10 days
- Title, cover and description preview, unless this information is provided by the TV channel
- Visualization of the actual TV video as a preview function

TV Program and Recording
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Parlez vous francais? Certainly you can manage your iPhone application in your favourite language, no matter if you speak French, 
Russian, Chinese or Arabic. Every language is already preinstalled and you set it with a single touch of your iPhone or iPod Touch 
without any restart or settings.

- Settings for the language and colour scheme (visiomatic and iPhone skin)
- Weather forecast for your favourite cities
- Digital- and analogue clock view

Multilanguage and further Options
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Electronic Surveillance Remotely

Is the water still clear? What is the nitrite- and oxygen content 
of the water? Glad I can keep my eye not only on the water  
content of my koi pond, but I’m also able to see my pets live on my  
iPhone, if I have to go on a business trip for a few days.

Now it is finally possible to have real time video surveillance of 
your house on your iPhone. You can choose the camera view 
and switch between the single camera or multi camera view (2, 
3 or 6 cameras at once) whenever you like. Certainly you can 
change the video format to the landscape mode when you turn 
your iPhone or iPod Touch.

Sweet Home

Managing of the Building

Visiomatic Home System is already well known for  
managing and visualization of the entire building. Starting with the  
building technology, such as lighting, shutters, temperature right up 
to the entrance video intercom systems and security systems. The  
iPhone application from visiomatic allows you to control the  
private entertainment media, like the digital music collection, the 
Home Cinema, the private DVD collection, the TV programs and 
video on-demand, from a single source with a single device.
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7 Stars Luxury night & day

Promise your guests 5 stars and WOW them with absolute luxury. Post flight – arrive, refresh yourself and relax. Listen to your  
favourite music; enjoy the dimmed lighting and pleasurable temperature in the master suite. Certainly everything can be controlled 
with your personal iPhone or iPod Touch as well as the Hotel application from visiomatic.

Using both devices, the entire comfort technology in the suite is intuitively and wireless and controllable, from a single source with a 
single device.

You and your guests are able to manage the building and media technology with a simple touch at your desire in country language 
or in a language of your guests. Using the smart application from visiomatic on the iPhone or iPod Touch your guests are able to 
control the intelligent building technology in their suite, while you control the visiomatic system in the lobby or in any predefined areas,  
playing some music or videos, managing the lighting- and ambience or watching the real-time video of the security camera.

Suite Life
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Let’s go virtually through the floors and rooms of your house, selecting the respective places in the upper menu bar of the iPhone 
application. The menu and visualization accommodates itself automatically to the existing installations of your building- and media 
technology. It’s so intuitively to handle, that it seems you were just on site.

Start the Comfort Scenes via iPhone

House

The menu item “House” allows you to manage and visualise 
your rooms in the house at the customized ground plans. All the  
objects of your installed building technology are shown in the 
iPhone visualisation.

Control

The “Control” menu item enables the management of the  
installed sensors and actuators of your building technology.
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Select the Music and Videos

Video

The “Videos” control menu allows you to load your private videos 
on your favourite display of any room of your choice. You can see 
the available digital video collection in the Titleand Cover view of 
the iPhone application. By a simple touch of the arrow button at 
the right side of the application you get the short description to 
the chosen video as well as the picture gallery.

In the bottom bar of the video screen you can use the common 
buttons for “Play”, “Pause” and “Stop”.

Audio

The “Audio” menu item enables you to choose the music you are 
fond of. It is possible to assign the various music sources such 
as the digital music collection, radio or web radio to the different 
rooms and multi room zones, as well as to control the volume in 
the different rooms or mute the music.
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TV

You can choose and play any TV program in your house, using the “TV” menu item of the iPhone application. In the Title- and Cover 
view you are able to see the current programs. By a simple touch of the arrow button at the right side of the application you get the 
short description to the chosen TV program as well as the corresponding picture gallery.

In the upper menu bar of this screen you are enabled to choose any of the installed displays for the playback as well as to switch 
between the list and preview.

Select or Record the TV Movies Home
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Share the Music and Videos in the Rooms

CDs

Select any CD, any title or any predefined play list in the “CD” 
menu item and enjoy the music in your house. You are able to  
select any play list or start the alphabetical title search if you 
touch the buttons in the upper menu bar of the application screen.

The display bar shows you the currently playing song. In the  
bottom bar you are enabled to control the screen, using the  
common buttons for “Play”, “Pause”, “Stop”, and “Skip”. Further-
more you can set the play back mode to the “Random Mode”, 
“Continuous Mode” and “Single Play Mode”.

DVDs

Select and play any DVD in the “DVD” menu item. In the Title 
and Cover view you are able to see the current DVD collection. 
By a simple touch of the arrow button at the right side of the  
application you get the short description to the chosen DVD 
as well as the corresponding cover view. You can start the  
alphabetical title search, using the buttons in the upper menu 
bar. In the upper menu bar of this screen you are enabled to  
control the selected DVD via the common buttons “Play”, 
“Pause”, “Stop”, and “Skip”.
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Installation

Load the iPhone application “visiomatic” 
from the iTunes application store and 
synchronize it with your iPhone or iPod 
Touch.

Easy to Install - Configure - Enjoy

Configuration

Click on the visiomatic icon in your iP-
hone or iPod Touch settings. Select a pro-
file with your access data. Such profiles 
as “Home”,”Office” and “Vacations” are 
available as an option.

Personalization

Start the visiomatic application on your 
iPhone or iPod Touch. Select the item 
“Settings”. To change the language select 
click the button “Language”.

To change the color scheme or skin click 
the field “Skin”. 7 color schemes as the 
visiomatic style or as the original Apple 
Liquid style are available.

Cameras
 
Choose the “Cameras” button in the 
start menu of your iPhone applica-
tion for a quick access to your video  
surveillance. Next choose some  
camera for the realtime video playback 
on your iPhone or iPod Touch. You 
are able to make a choice between the  
single, list or multi camera view. The video  
format of the camera view changes to the  
landscape mode when you turn your  
iPhone or iPod Touch.

Time and Weather Forecast

The “Time” menu item is located in the 
home area of the home menu screen for 
a quick access, so you can select either 
analogue or digital clock mode.

You find the “Weather” menu the same 
as the “Time” item on the home menu 
screen, whereby you are able to get the 
weather forecast for your favourite cities 
for the 5 days in advance incl. the timing 
for the sunrise and sunset.

Home

If you like to change to the home menu 
screen just shake your iPhone or iPod 
Touch. Alternatively you can click the 
home button in the right upper corner of 
each visiomatic screen to come back to 
the home menu.
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The visiomatic application runs for the iPhone 3G, 3GS and the iPod Touch as well as for the operating system 3.0. You do not need 
additional wiring for the visiomatic application on your iPhone or iPod Touch. The availability of the modules for your iPhone depends 
on your basic visiomatic installation. The basis for the managing and visualization of your building and media technology is the  
visiomatic Home System installation.

Multilanguage and further Options


